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“An hour is not merely an hour; it is a vase full of scents and sounds and projects and climates” (Marcel Proust).

We don’t experience each sense in isolation from the others, and that is one source of crossmodal correspondences: spontaneous associations that we all make between basic features of different sensorial modalities.

I will describe some findings of our laboratory about crossmodal correspondences between music, taste and smell, and discuss possible mechanisms: statistical, semantic, emotional and hedonic. I will also present some multisensorial performances inspired by these results, ongoing projects of personal olfactory devices for matching sound and smell precisely in time, and applications to design of cups and cutlery augmented with smell and sound.

Emotionality and Micro-Choreography in My Catalogue of Movements

María Ceña
(Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina)

I will present my catalog of movements, composed by several series; each of them focuses in a different complex of elements: breathing-sounds and time, inward rotated positions and shapes, repetitive displacements, unusual support points.

My dance consists in the creation of structures based on the terms in these series, structures that are concentrated in reduced spatial and temporal frames and which I call microchoreographies. Its aesthetic is one of disarticulation, fragmentation and asymmetry.

I will illustrate the discussion with some videos of my work and live performance.

